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ACROSS
1 Marketing ___ (commercial tactic)
5 Move like a kangaroo
8 Divide
12 Letter carved by a Viking into the Hagia Sophia
13 Guitar attachment, from the Italian for “boss”
14 Acclaim
15 “Chocolat” star Lena
16 Mathematician Turing with a monument in Manchester
17 One-sixteenth of a pound
18 Swimming style for Cithaerias esmeralda?
21 Relay race segment
22 Rower’s implement
23 Alternatives to Macs
26 Sheep’s offspring
29 Fireplace tools
34 “The Clan of the Cave Bear” author Jean
36 Cow’s call
37 “I wanna!”
38 International competition for Caconemobius fori?
42 “Ish”
43 Hurricane’s center
44 Org. trying to detect alien life using the Very Large Array
45 Welcome to the front door, say
47 Whiskey request
49 Letter before theta
50 Place to relax
52 Captain Jean-___ Picard
54 Solo card game for Atrax robustus?
56 High-tech vision surgery
64 “I am not throwing away my ___!” (“Hamilton” lyric)
65 Get warmer
66 Certain excuse
67 Covet another’s good fortune
68 Tiny bit
69 What doesn’t grow on a rolling stone, they say
70 Tic-tac-___
71 Ready for business

DOWN
1 “No ___” (“Easy!”)
2 Doozy
3 “I got this”
4 1983 role for Barbra
5 Two quarters
6 Milky stone
7 Miyazaki film about a goldfish who wants to be human
8 Flow out
9 ___ Domini
10 House on the ___ (Wisconsin tourist attraction)
11 Word with decision or family
13 I Spy or Twenty Questions, e.g.
14 Toasty appetizer in a basket
19 Wriggly fish
20 Liquid tapped from a maple
23 Stuff a suitcase, say
24 Paris’s Musée ___ (institution that honors the only Nobelist in two scientific fields)
25 French river that is home to one of the first pet cemeteries
26 Bon ___ (witty quip)
28 Comedian Yang
30 Adidas alternative
31 Host, as an awards show
32 Dadaist Marcel Duchamp’s signature on his found-art piece “Fountain”
33 Tone in old photos
35 Some TVs
39 Japanese art of meal preparation
40 “___ Como Va” (Santana hit)
41 “___ Bites” (1994 Gen X classic film)
46 Network that offered a Nina Totin’ Bag as a pledge drive reward
48 Pharaoh who was “born in Arizona” and “moved to Babylonia” according to a 1978 song by Steve Martin
49 Letter before theta
50 Place to relax
52 Captain Jean-___ Picard
54 Solo card game for Atrax robustus?
56 High-tech vision surgery
64 “I am not throwing away my ___!” (“Hamilton” lyric)
65 Get warmer
66 Certain excuse
67 Covet another’s good fortune
68 Tiny bit
69 What doesn’t grow on a rolling stone, they say
70 Tic-tac-___
71 Ready for business
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